
Yorkstone

‹ Scoutmoor paving, Trafalgar Square

The Nation’s Favourite Paving

For almost 200 years Yorkstone has been the nation’s favourite choice of 
paving stone. With its outstanding technical properties this stone was 
originally supplied as a hand split riven paving but now with modern 
techniques it is mainly supplied in either Diamond Sawn or as Greenmoor 
Rustic. With a proven record of durability, longevity, strength and slip 
resistance, Marshalls Yorkstones have no equal in terms of range or quality.

Strength

Most people think that granite is stronger than Yorkstone but this is not true. 
Marshalls range of quality Yorkstones is far stronger than most granites, so 
they have no difficulty carrying modern urban loadings.

Slip Resistance

Yorkstone flags remain the best slip resistant paving available, with the added 
benefit of retaining their non slip properties as they wear.

Colours

A common misconception is that all Yorkstones are buff but this is not the 
case.  Most Yorkstones vary in colour from buffs through to Blue Grey and 
Brown as shown on pages 18 & 19. As naturally occurring materials the 
colours may vary slightly from those shown.

Texture

Most Yorkstones are supplied in a diamond sawn finish. This method of 
production gives a more consistent thickness and width to aide easier and 
quicker installation of the product. Greenmoor Rustic is first sawn and then 
flame textured to enhance its colour and slip resistance. Traditional Riven 
paving is still produced but special care should be taken when specifying this 
product.

Reserves

All Marshalls Yorkstones have at least 20 years’ fully consented reserves 
although the actual reserves are generally much greater.

Lead Times

Lead times may vary throughout the year so please check the availability of all 
items with our Natural Stone sales office.

Greenmoor Rustic paving, Selby Market Cross

Cromwell water feature, Bolton
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n	 A unique textured finish

n	 Excellent against traditional or modern architecture

n	 Enhanced slip resistance properties

Westmoor Crest* Crested Finish. Varies from blue grey to brown

*Only available in: Thickness - 63 or 75mm / Width - 300, 450 or 600mm / Random Lengths

Textured Yorkstone


